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1. 

3,240,417 
CARTON FOR FRAGLE ARTICLES 

Robert F. Andreini, 12914 Correnti St., Pacoima, Calif. 
Filed Nov. 18, 1963, Ser. No. 324,376 

3 Claims. (Cl, 229-14) 
This invention relates to containers, and particularly, 

although not exclusively, to cartons for fragile articles 
such as electronic devices including radio tubes, bottles, 
instruments, and others, whether having differently or 
similarly proportioned upper and lower portions. 

Various types of cartons are commercially employed 
for the storage and shipment of fragile articles, especially 
of such items as sensitive electronic gear, radio parts, 
and bottled goods manufactured in mass production. 
Many of the cartons, particularly those made of carboard 
or corrugated board, are of such internal construction 
as to more or less firmly support the article, and yet 
keep it spaced from the sides of the carton so that the 
article may not be injured due to impacts directed against 
the sides of the carton. It has, however, been found that 
the supporting structure of the prior art, while keeping 
the fragile article centrally disposed within the carton, 
does not always provide a sufficiently yieldable or re 
silient support in a structure which is of a one piece 
simplified structure for ease in assembly and packaging 
of the goods. 

It is within the contemplation of this invention to pro 
vide a carton with the aforesaid shortcomings eliminated, 
and wherein a single blank structure may be folded upon 
itself to provide a carton incorporating an innersleeve 
forming a shock proof support for the contents, without 
the necessity of inserting anything extraneous to the one 
piece blank. 
A further object of the invention is to provide im 

proved means for cutting spacing tabs from the carton 
blank to assure proper presentation of the tabs as spacing 
means without attention of an operator. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide 

for dimensional stability of the innersleeve under stress. 
For a full understanding of the invention, a detailed 

description of the preferred embodiment of the carton 
will now be given in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings and the features forming the invention will 
then be specifically pointed out in the appended claims. 

In the drawing: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view with portions broken 

away to reveal the nested structure of the carton with the 
tab cushion means, and with the product held in position 
by the dimension stability means; 
FIGURE 2 is a section taken as if along the line 2-2 

of FIGURE 1, but of a modified detail concept; 
FIGURE 3 is a top view in section taken along the lines 

3-3 of FIGURE 1 with a portion of the dimension 
stability panel broken away to reveal the product within 
the interior of the package; 
FIGURE 4 is a flat view of a blank for forming a con 

tainer or carton embodying the invention in the preferred 
form; 
FIGURE 5 is a perspective view of the first stage of fold 

ing the blank of FIGURE 4; 
FIGURE 6 is a second stage of folding; 
FIGURE 7 is a view of the final flat fold position as ob 

tained by the complete construction of the carton, remain 
ing flat for storage and shipment prior to use; and 
FIGURE 8 is a perspective view of the carton of FIG 

URE 7 opened to reveal the cooperating structure, parts 
being broken away for complete revelation of the internal 
structure. 
FIGURES 1 through 3 of the drawings show the finished 

product in use. Outer carton 10 envelopes and protects 
an inner filler 12, and the filler 12 is cushioned and 
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centered within the outer filler by means of spacing devices 
in the form of tabs 14 at three corners of the inner filler, 
the fourth corner being an attachment edge. 
The FIGURE 4 will make the development of the pack 

age understandable. The inner filler 12 is composed of 
four panels 16, 17, 18, and 19, joined at fold lines 20, 21, 
and 22. Thus, these four panels may be folded about the 
fold lines, and the ends joined to form a complete an 
nular wall. 
The tabs 14 are formed by cutting out a portion of the 

panels adjacent to the fold line. For example, a through 
opening 24 begins at the fold line 20 and proceeds into 
the body of panel 16, returning to the fold line a distance 
from the starting point. Thus, resultant tab 14 remains 
attached to the panel 17 and retains the planar position 
of the panel 17. 

Cutting tabs of this nature at the corner of filler 
cartons has long been an accepted means of forming a 
cushion support. However, it has been customary to 
use cutting instruments to pierce the material without re 
moving any of the material to form the through openings 
24. According to this invention, it has been discovered 
that time delays in opening the finished package for in 
sertion of the goods, and accidental paper cuts on the 
fingers of the packaging personnel, have resulted because 
an effort to open cartons using mere cuts has caused the 
tabs to cling to the parent stock, and refuse to open prop 
erly. Thus, especially with corrugated paper, the thick 
ness of the material requires that there be a clearance in 
order that the tab can swing free of the parent stock. A 
mere cut does not provide this clearance. Hence, an 
effort to fold around a fold line where the tab does not 
have a proper clearance will result in breaking the tab 
along the fold line and result in the tab clinging to the 
planar position of the parent material. Thus, the cushion 
ing effect is destroyed. 

This invention provides for a through opening pro 
viding the clearance space 24. Thus, even though the 
manufacturing technique might permit the material cut 
from the space of the opening 24 to remain in situ, the 
material will be loosened and therefore when the fold is 
made, it will yield and fall from the area, and thus pre 
vent clinging of the tab to the parent material. 

This feature of providing clearance space is of the 
nature of a minute improvement that produces a benefit 
magnified beyond all apparent anticipated results. Car 
tons are generally shipped from the converter to the manu 
facturer in a flat condition for economy of shipping and 
storage at the manufacturer's plant before the product is 
to be inserted. When it is desired to package the product 
in this carton, the operator is instructed to place a pres 
Sure in a diagonal direction across the carton to cause it 
to open. Cartons of this nature are expected to open 
with such pressure and the product inserted. However, 
as so often the case in the prior art structure, the cut tabs 
cling to the parent material and refuse to open properly. 
The operator must then insert a finger or hand into the 
carton and assisit the opening process. This results in 
delay, and even worse often results in paper cuts to the 
fingers of the operator necessitating a visit to the dis 
pensary and loss of man hours on the assembly packaging 
line. Hence, the defect caused by retained tabs is far 
greater than would normally be assumed. The loss is a 
large economic loss. This invention has solved that prob 
lem completely, and cartons made according to the in 
structions given and illustrated, never cause a tab reten 
tion or need to have the operator insert fingers into the 
carton for assistance. 
The outer carton 10 and the inner filler 12 are joined 

by a fold strip 26 which establishes the division of the two 
distinct portions of the container blank. This strip is 
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divided from the outer carton 10 by a fold line 27, and 
from the inner filler 12 by the fold line 28. 

In the particular embodiment of invention illstrated, 
the inner filler 12 is folded first around the fold line 27 to 
overlay the outer carton 10. Then, the panels 6 and 7 
are folded around the line 21 to form a return fold of these 
two panels to overlay the panels 18 and 19. This con 
dition is illustrated in the FIGURES5 and 6. 
A glue panel strip 29 is coated with a fast drying 

adhesive material, and this strip 29 falls against the out 
side of the pannel 19, directly adjacent to the strip 26. 
Thus, the inner filler 12 is now completed as an annular 
Wall, but flattened into superposed position. Pressure 
along the plane of these walls will result in stress con 
centration at the fold lines, and the opening of the inner 
filler into an open annular wall member capable of re 
ceiving the product. The original fold along the line 
21 will open the tabs 14 from the parent stock, and the 
later opening of the carton when filling will cause the 
Separation or the remainder tabs along the fold line 20 
and 22. 

Shipping cartons are subject to stresses tending to cause 
them to collapse back into their original flat condition. 
Thus, if pressure is placed across diagonal corners, un 
less the carton is very strong to resist the forces, it will 
distort and fail to protect the material contained therein. 
Normally, closure caps on the outer carton will give 
Some strength to that protective shell. However, this 
invention provides for a dual function of supporting a 
product within the inner filler and giving dimensional 
stability. Prior art cartons have employed panels at 
tached to the inner filler in the position of panels 5 and 
15A, for the purpose of providing division walls and 
extra compartments in order that two separate objects 
may be packaged in the same carton. This invention 
provides for brace panels 15 and 15A to be dimensioned 
to fit closely within the top and bottom area of the 
opened carton to form support walls spaced a distance 
'from the nearest outer carton wall. Note the fold lines 
30 which divides the panel 15 into side strips 31 and 
center panel 33. By this means, the panel 33 may be 
positioned a distance from the top and bottom edge of 
the inner filler equal to the width of the strips 31, and 
also, the folded brace panel 15 will thus have a chan 
nel “U” shape which gives amazing stability and rigidity 
to the opened carton. 

Additionally, as suggested by the dotted outline of the 
panel 15A the brace panel may be extended and further 
divided as desired in order to cause the resultant panel 
area to be positioned in any desired depth within the 
finished carton. Furthermore, by this means, the brace 
panel 15 may be caused to form an angular fold addi 
tionally bracing odd sized products. 
Whenever a carton is designed for a product which is 

to be packaged in great quantities, the special configura 
tion of brace panel 15A will not normally be required. 
However, by the means illustrated, the carton may be 
"designed for a variety of articles without additional costs, 
and therefore may be supplied to the same manufacturers 
for a variety of his products or to several different manu 
facturers for their various products. In such event, the 
brace panel 5A may be perforated and excess portions 
of the panels stripped away by the operator when the 
carton is made up. Thus, this design adds flexibility 
for further reduction of costs. FIGURE 2 shows a bulb 
of small size held by long brace panels. 
The outer carton 10 is provided with end flaps 35 

and 36, as well as the larger flaps 37 and 38 which may 
be folded on the end and tucked into position, as com 
'mon to carton manufacturing. This outer carton 10 is 
then folded over the inner filler as suggested by the 
FIGURE 7 and secured by adhesive to the surface of 
strip 26. The carton then has the finished appearance 
as shown in FIGURE 7 is ready for storage and ship 
ment to the manufacturer. 
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4. 
SUMMARY 

As pointed out in the objects, and explained in con 
struction detail in the foregoing specification, this in 
vention is believed to provide a novel package having 
shock resistance beyond anything known in the prior art 
of packaging. The inner package is supported in every 
direction by tab material cut from the stock in such a 
manner that resilient projecting tabs hold the inner car 
ton firmly and yet resiliently within an outer casing. 
The outer casing is thus enabled to be resilient without 
transmitting direct forces applied to the outer carton 
shell to the inner carton, and therefore a first line of 
shock resistance is established by the outer carton. Any 
forces that are greater than sufficient to be absorbed by 
the outer carton will then be applied to the tabs and 
thus a Second line of shock resistance defense is estab 
lished. This construction is considered an air cell 
Spacing on all six sides. Note that the ends have such 
air cell spacing by reason of the spacing of the central 
portion of the end tabs 5 and 15a from the closing 
cover flaps of the carton because of the fold lines 30. 
That is, the end closures do not set tightly against the 
Oliter shell enclosure but rather produce an air cell 
spacing. This fact exists whether the carton is designed 
for full occupancy by the material being packaged, or 
whether the extension is provided on the ends of the 
tabs as shown in FIGURE 2. 

While the instant invention has been shown and de 
Scribed herein in what is conceived to be the most practi 
cal and preferred embodiments, it is recognized that de 
partures may be made therefrom within the scope of 
the invention which is therefore not to be limited to the 
details disclosed herein but is to be afforded the full 
Scope of the claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a combination outer carton and filler container 

of one piece construction wherein a blank sheet of ma 
terial is folded into panels about fold lines from one end 
to form an inner filler container, and folded about fold 
lines from the opposite end to form an outer carton 
Surrounding said inner container, the provision of im 
proved means to space and cushion said container in 
the carton; comprising, along each fold line of the inner 
filler a series of tabs spaced along said fold line and 
cut from the adjacent panel sheet, said panel sheet hav 
ing a portion cut therefrom to form a space around each 
tab separating the tab from contact with the sheet from 
which it is cut, said space provided by a through open 
ing beginning substantially at said fold line and extend 
ing inwardly of one adjacent panel and returning to said 
fold line a distance from the starting point, and a re 
verse opening of like formation extending into the op 
posite adjacent panel; 
whereby, remainder tabs are formed which maintain 

the plane of the panel opposite the opening and thus 
there are created two corner projections extending 
outwardly from the filler container to serve as 
cushion Supports. 

2. In the improvement as defined in claim 1, said 
through opening being a space large enough to allow the 
resultant tabs to swing without restriction by the parent 
panel from which they were cut. 

3. A combination carton and filler container blank, 
comprising: 

i a planar sheet of foldable material having a generally 
rectangular elongated central body portion, one end 
portion being a filler container blank and the other 
an Outer carton, a fold strip establishing the divi 
sion of the portions; 

said filler container portion having one edge attached 
to said fold strip, a central fold line about which 
the filler container is folded upon itself, the other 
end being an attachment strip with dimensions sub 
stantially equal to said fold strip, and adapted to 
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be attached adjacent to said fold strip, said filler 
container further sectioned into panels by two fold 
lines flanking said central fold line; 

along each fold line of said filler portion a through 
opening beginning substantially at the fold line and 
extending inwardly of one adjacent panel and re 
turning to said fold line a distance from the starting 
point, and a reverse opening of like formation 
spaced adjacent along the fold line and extending 
into the opposite adjacent panel, said through open 
ings being a space large enough to allow the resul 
tant tabs to swing without restriction by the parent 
panel from which they were cut; 

said resultant tabs extending from the fold line a dis 
tance equal to the lateral dimension of said fold 
strip; 

said filler container portion when so folded into a 
useful open annular wall having a non-circular 
cross section and presenting said tabs as extensions 
of the panel from which they were cut; and 

two brace panels carried by said sheet in position to 
be folded into said non-circular section and form 

6 
a division wall therein for giving dimensional sta 
bility to the filler container and end support to any 
product carried therein; 

said carton portion having lateral flap portions to pro 
5 vide end closures, and fold lines permitting said 

carton to be folded and secured as an enveloping 
annular wall closely encompassing said tabs of the 
filler container. 
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